The chromatin-remodeling enzyme BRG1 coordinates CIITA induction through many interdependent distal enhancers.
The chromatin-remodeling enzyme BRG1 is critical for interferon-gamma (IFN-gamma)-mediated gene induction. Promoter-proximal elements are sufficient to mediate BRG1 dependency at some IFN-gamma targets. In contrast, we show here that at CIITA, which encodes the 'master regulator' of induction of major histocompatibility complex class II, distal elements conferred BRG1 dependency. At the uninduced locus, many sites formed BRG1-independent loops. One loop juxtaposed a far downstream element adjacent to a far upstream site. Notably, BRG1 was recruited to the latter site, which triggered the appearance of a histone 'mark' linked to activation. This subtle change was crucial, as subsequent IFN-gamma-induced recruitment of the transcription factors STAT1, IRF1 and p300, as well as histone modifications, accessibility and additional loops, showed BRG1 dependency. Like BRG1, each remote element was critical for the induction of CIITA expression. Thus, BRG1 regulates CIITA through many interdependent remote enhancers, not through the promoter alone.